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Abstract
Generation of Referring Expressions is a thriving
subfield of Natural Language Generation which has
traditionally focused on the task of selecting a set of
attributes that unambiguously identify a given ref-
erent. In this paper, we address the complemen-
tary problem of generating repeated, potentially dif-
ferent referential expressions that refer to the same
entity in the context of a piece of discourse longer
than a sentence. We describe a corpus of short ency-
clopaedic texts we have compiled and annotated for
reference to the main subject of the text, and report
results for our experiments in which we set human
subjects and automatic methods the task of select-
ing a referential expression from a wide range of
choices in a full-text context. We find that our hu-
man subjects agree on choice of expression to a con-
siderable degree, with three identical expressions
selected in 50% of cases. We tested automatic selec-
tion strategies based on most frequent choice heuris-
tics, involving different combinations of informa-
tion about syntacticMSR type and domain type. We
find that more information generally produces bet-
ter results, achieving a best overall test set accuracy
of 53.9% when both syntacticMSR type and domain
type are known.

1 Introduction
Generation of Referring Expressions (GRE) is one
of the most lively and thriving subfields of Natural
Language Generation (NLG). GRE has traditionally
addressed the following question:

[G]iven a symbol corresponding to an in-
tended referent, how do we work out the
semantic content of a referring expression
that uniquely identifies the entity in question?
(Bohnet and Dale, 2005, p. 1004)

This view ofGRE is mainly concerned with ruling
out ‘distractors’ to achieve unique identification of
the target referent. Our research is concerned with
a complementary question: given an intended refer-
ent and a discourse context, how do we generate ap-
propriate referential expressions (REs) to refer to the
referent at different points in the discourse? While
existing GRE research has taken discourse context
into account to some extent (see Section 2), the
question why people choose differentREs in differ-
ent contexts has not really been addressed:

Not only do different people use different re-
ferring expressions for the same object, but
the same person may use different expres-
sions for the same object on different occa-
sions. Although this may seem like a rather
unsurprising observation, it has never, as far
as we are aware, been taken into account in
the development of any algorithm for gener-
ation of referring expressions. (Viethen and
Dale, 2006, p. 119)

Selection of a particularRE in a particular con-
text is likely to be affected by a range of factors in
addition to discourse-familiarity and unique identi-
fication. In our research we ultimately aim to (i) in-
vestigate the factors that influence choice ofRE in
context, (ii) determine what information is needed
for a GRE module to be able to generate appropriate
REs in context, and (iii) develop reliable methods
for automatically generatingREs in context.

Our basic approach is to annotate occurrences of
MSR in naturally occurring texts, analyse the texts in
various ways, and obtain multiple, human-produced
alternatives to theREs in the texts. The results are
used to inform the design of automatic methods for
RE selection. The success of such methods can in
turn be evaluated in terms of similarity of outputREs
with the human-producedREs.
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In our current work we are focusing on a text type
that has a single, easily identifiable main subject for
which we can therefore expect to find a range of dif-
ferentREs: encyclopaedic entries. In this paper, we
describe a corpus of such texts we have compiled
and annotated (Section 3), and report first insights
from our analysis of the corpus data (Section 4).
We further report the results of an experiment where
subjects selectedREs in context (Section 5), and es-
tablish baseline results for automatic methods of se-
lection (Section 6).

2 Related Research
The most classical form ofGRE algorithm takes
into account two main factors in selecting expres-
sions: unique identification (of the intended refer-
ent from a set including possible distractors), and
brevity (Dale, 1989; Reiter and Dale, 1992). Most
GRE research focuses on definite, non-first mentions
of the target referent. The most influential of these
algorithms, the ‘incremental algorithm’ (IA ) (Dale
and Reiter, 1995), originally just selected attribu-
tive properties, but a range of extensions have been
reported. Siddharthan and Copestake’s algorithm
(2004) is able to identify attributes that are particu-
larly discriminating given the entities in the contrast
set, and van Deemter’sSET algorithm can generate
REs to sets of entities (van Deemter, 2002).

Krahmer and Theune (2002) moved away from
unique identification, also taking discourse context
into account: they replaced the requirement that the
intended referent be theonly entity that matches the
RE, to the requirement that it be themost salientin
a given context. Several versions of centering the-
ory have been used as a basis for pronominalisation
algorithms (Dale, 1992; McCoy and Strube, 1999;
Henschel et al., 2000). Jordan (2002) highlighted a
factor other than salience that influences choice of
RE: she found a large proportion of overspecified
redescriptions in the Coconut corpus of dialogues
and showed that some dialogue states and commu-
nicative goals make overspecificREs more likely.

Among the few corpora of texts within whichREs
have been annotated in some way (as opposed to
corpora of annotatedREs such as those created by
van Deemter et al. (2006)) are theGNOME, Coconut
and Maptask corpora. In theGNOME Corpus (Poe-
sio, 2000; Poesio, 2004) different types of discourse
and semantic information are annotated, including
reference and semantic attributes. The corpus anno-
tation was e.g. used to train a decision tree learner

for NP modifier generation (Cheng et al., 2001).
The RE annotations in the Coconut corpus rep-

resent information at the discourse level (reference
and attributes used) and at the utterance level (in-
formation about dialogue state). The 400REs and
annotations in the corpus were used to train an
RE generation module (Jordan and Walker, 2000).
Gupta and Stent (2005) annotated both the Map-
task and Coconut corpora forPOS-tags, NPs, ref-
erent of NPs, and knowledge representations for
each speaker which included values for different at-
tributes for potential referents.

While context has been taken into account to
some extent in existing research on generation of
REs, our goal is to model a range of contextual fac-
tors and the interactions between them. Our corpus
creation work provides — for the first time, as far
as we are aware — a resource that includes mul-
tiple human-selectedREs for the same referent in
the same place in a discourse. In contrast to the re-
sources cited above, our corpus is a collection of
naturally occurring texts. It is also somewhat larger,
containing approximately 8,000REs in total.

3 The Corpus
We created a corpus of short encyclopaedic texts
by collecting just over 1,000 introductory sections
from Wikipedia entries for cities, countries, rivers
and people. An introductory section was defined
as the part of the entry preceding the table of con-
tents (we only used entries with tables of contents).
We removed Wikipedia mark-up, images,HTML

tags etc. from the entries to yield text-only versions.
These were then annotated for references to the sub-
ject of the entry by five annotators, and the annota-
tions double-checked by the first author. Annota-
tors managed to do between 5 and 10 texts per hour.
The inter-annotator agreement was 86%, as checked
on a randomly selected 20-text subset of the corpus
for which we had annotations by all five annotators
(these annotations were not double-checked). The
final corpus consists of 1,078 texts in four subdo-
mains: rivers (83 texts), cities (248 texts), countries
(255 texts) and people (492 texts).

3.1 Types of referential expression annotated
We annotated three broad categories of main sub-
ject referential expressions (MSREs) in our corpus1

— subjects, objects and possessives. These are rel-

1In our terminology and view of grammar in this section we
rely heavily on Huddleston and Pullum (2002).
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atively straightforward to identify, and account for
virtually all cases of main subject reference (MSR)
in our texts. Annotators were asked to identify sub-
ject, object and possessiveNPs and decide whether
or not they refer to the main subject of the text. The
threeMSR types were defined as follows (NPs that
we annotated are underlined):

I Subject MSREs: referring subjectNPs, includ-
ing pronouns and special cases ofVP coordination
where the sameMSRE is the subject of the coordi-
natedVPs, e.g:

1. Hewas proclaimed dictator for life.

2. Alexander Graham Bell(March 3, 1847 - August 2,
1922) was a Scottish scientist and inventor whoem-
igrated to Canada.

3. Most Indian and Bangladeshi rivers bear female
names, but this onehas a rare male name.

4. ”The Eagle” was born in Carman, Manitoba and
grew up playing hockey.

II Object MSREs: referring direct or indirect ob-
jects ofVPs and prepositional phrases; e.g.:

1. People from the city of S̃ao Pauloare called paulis-
tanos.

2. His biological finds led himto study the transmuta-
tion of species.

III Possessive MSREs: genitive NPs including
genitive forms of pronouns, but excluding genitives
that are the subject of a gerund-participial2:

1. Its estimated length is 4,909 km.

2. The country’sculture, heavily influenced by neigh-
bours, is based on a unique form of Buddhism in-
tertwined with local elements.

3. Vatican City is a landlocked sovereign city-state
whoseterritory consists of a walled enclave within
the city of Rome.

3.2 Comments on annotation scheme
We interpret relative pronouns in a particular type of
relative clause as anaphorically referential (I(2) and
III(3) above): the type that Huddleston and Pullum
call supplementary relative clauses(as opposed to
integrated relative clauses). The main difference in
meaning between the two types of relative clause
is that in supplementary ones, the relative clause
can be dropped without affecting the meaning of the

2E.g.His early career was marred by *hisbeing involved in
a variety of social and revolutionary causes.

clause containing it. From the point of view of gen-
eration, the meaning could be equally expressed in
two independent sentences or in two clauses one of
which is a relative clause. The single-sentence con-
struction is very common in the People subdomain
of our corpus. One example is shown in (1) below,
with the semantically equivalent two-sentence alter-
native shown in (2):

(1) Hristo Stoichkov is a football manager and former
striker whowas a member of the Bulgaria national
team that finished fourth at the 1994 FIFA World
Cup.

(2) Hristo Stoichkov is a football manager and former
striker. Hewas a member of the Bulgaria national
team that finished fourth at the 1994 FIFA World
Cup.

We also annotated ‘non-realised’MSREs in a re-
stricted set of cases ofVP coordination where an
MSRE is the subject of the coordinatedVPs. Con-
sider the following example, where the subclausal
coordination in (3) is semantically equivalent to the
clausal coordination in (4):

(3) Hestated the first version of the Law of
conservation of mass, introduced the Metric
system, and helped to reform chemical
nomenclature.

(4) Hestated the first version of the Law of
conservation of mass, heintroduced the Metric
system, and hehelped to reform chemical
nomenclature.

According to Huddleston and Pullum (p. 1280),
utterances as in (3) can be thought of as a reduc-
tion of longer forms as in (4), even though the for-
mer are not syntactically derived by ellipsis from the
latter. Our reason for annotating the approximate
place where the subjectNP would be if it were re-
alised (the gap-like underscores above) is that from
a generation perspective there is a choice to be made
about whether to realise the subjectNP or not. Note
that because we only included cases where sub-
clausal coordination is at the level ofVPs, these are
all cases where only the subjectNP is ‘missing’3.

Apart from titles and anything in quotations we
included all NPs in our analysis. There are other
forms of MSR that we could have included in our
analysis, but decided against, because annotation
simply proved too difficult:MSRs that are true gaps

3E.g. we would not annotate a non-realisedMSRE e.g. in
She wrote books for children and books for adults.
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and ellipses, adjective and noun modifiers, and im-
plicit or anaphorically derivable references (other
than those mentioned above).

4 Examining the Evidence
During the annotation process, the annotators found
that the question ‘does this expression refer to the
main subject of this entry’ was not always straight-
forward to answer. Consider the following passage:

(5) A troop of Siberian Cossacks from Omsk founded
the fort Zailiyskyin 1854 at the foot of the Tian
Shan mountain range, and renamed itone year
later to Vernyj, a name that remained until 1921.
In 1921, the name Alma-Ata (”father-apple”) was
created by the Bolsheviks. In a devastating
earthquake in 1911, almost the only large building
that remained standing was the Russian Orthodox
cathedral. In the 1920s, after the completion of the
Turkestan-Siberia Railway, Alma-Ata, as itwas
then known, became a major stopping point along
the track. In 1929, Almatybecame the capital of
the Kazakh SSR.

The actualMSREs (Fort Zailiysky, Alma-Ata, it,
Almaty) are underlined, but there are a range of
other terms that could be used to refer to the main
subject (father-apple, Vernyi, the capital of the
Kazakh SSR). There are three main issues. The first
is metalinguistic use4 of potential REs (as in the
name Alma-Ataabove) which did not cause major
difficulties. Another issue is lexical ambiguity, e.g.
an occurrence ofAustralia could refer to the con-
tinent or the country, andDubai could refer to the
city or the emirate. However, by far the more dif-
ficult issue arises where, if there are two referents,
they cannot be said to be entirely distinct. Consider
the following examples:

(6) The Indus systemis largely fed by the snows and
glaciers of the Karakoram, Hindu Kush and
Himalayan ranges. The Shyok, Shigar and Gilgit
streams carry glacieral waters into the main river.

(7) Aruba’sclimate has helped tourism as visitors to
the islandcan reliably expect warm, sunny
weather.

In (6) if one were to say thatthe main riverand
the Indus systemhad two distinguishable referents,
the relation between them would clearly be one of
part and whole. In (7), it could be argued that there

4“[T]he case where we cite a linguistic expression in order
to say something about it qua linguistic expression.” (Huddle-
ston and Pullum, 2002, p. 401).

are two referents (the country Aruba and the geo-
logical formation that it occupies), but this is not
entirely satisfactory. One of the aspects of a country
is its geographical dimension, sothe islandcould be
said to refer to that aspect of Aruba.

These issues are simpler in the People subdomain
(and this is the reason why we decided to include
more people entries in the corpus): at least it is
fairly clear when and where people begin and end,
but there are still many ‘partial’ references, e.g.the
young manin the following sentence:

(8) His aptitude was recognized by hiscollege
headmaster, who recommended that
the young manapply for theÉcole Normale
Suṕerieure.

It is clearly not entirely a matter of deciding
whether twoREs refer to two distinct referents or
to the same referent, but there appear to be a whole
range of intermediate cases where referents are nei-
ther identical nor entirely distinct. MostREs refer to
one or more aspects of a referent more strongly than
the others. E.g.the islandrefers most strongly to the
geographical aspect of Aruba,the democracyto its
political aspect, and so on. However, there also ap-
pear to be defaultREs that are neutral with regard
to these different aspects, e.g.Aruba in the current
example.

From the point of view of the generation process,
the fact that some potentialREs refer to one or more
aspects of the intended referent more strongly than
others is important, because it is one of the reasons
why different REs are chosen in different contexts,
and this is an issue largely orthogonal to discourse-
familiarity, addressee-familiarity and whether the
intended referent as a whole is in focus or not.

Such matters of aspectual focus are likely to inter-
act with other discourse-level and contextual factors
that may influence choice ofRE in a repeated refer-
ence, such as salience, discourse focus and struc-
ture, distance from last mention, presence of poten-
tial distractors, and text genre.

5 Human Choice ofMSR

We had two reasons for conducting an experiment
with human subjects as described below. For one,
we wanted to get an idea of the degree to which
RE choice followed patterns that we could hope to
replicate with automatic methods. If our subjects
agreed substantially, then this would seem likely.
The other reason was that we needed a reference
test set with multipleREs (in addition to the corpus
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Figure 1: Screen shot of ChoosingMSR Experiment.

texts) for eachMSR to evaluate our automatic meth-
ods against, as is standard e.g. inMT and document
summarisation.

We randomly selected a 10% subset of our cor-
pus as our test set, ensuring that there were an equal
number of texts from each subdomain and anno-
tator. We then conducted an experiment in which
we deleted all annotatedMSREs and asked subjects
to select anRE from a list of possibleREs. Sub-
jects were asked to do at least three texts each, over
the web in a set-up as shown in Figure 1. The list
of possibleREs was automatically generated from
the REs that actually occurred in each text, also us-
ing some additional generic rules (e.g. addingREs
based on category nouns such asthe countryin the
screen shot). We did not monitor who did the ex-
periment, but asked members of the Corpora mail-
ing list, colleagues and friends to participate anony-
mously. Approximately 80 different subjects did the
experiment. Texts were randomly selected for pre-
sentation to subjects. Each text was removed from
the pool of texts after three subjects had done it.
As a result of the experiment we had three human-
selectedREs for each of theMSR slots. There were a
total of 764MSR slots in this set of texts (an average
of 8.4 per text).

There was a considerable amount of agreement
among the subjects, despite the fact that there were
on average 9.5 differentREs to choose from for
eachMSR slot5. Table 1 shows an overview of the
agreement figures. In just 8.9% ofMSRs, all three
subjects chose a differentRE, whereas in 50.1% of
MSRs, all subjects chose exactly the sameRE. In
64.9% of cases the subjects all made the same de-
cision about whether to pronominalise or not, and
in 95.3% of cases they all agreed about whether to
realise theMSR or not (this does, however, include
a large number of cases where the non-realised ref-
erence is not grammatical, as e.g. in the example in
Figure 1).

To assess agreement between the subjects and
the corpus texts we computed the average of the
three pairwise agreement figures, shown in Table 2.
The average agreement figures here are somewhat
higher than those in Table 1.

6 Automatically Chosing MSREs
We conducted experiments to obtain baseline re-
sults for automatically choosing among a given set
of REs. The task definition was the same as in the

5Not all available choices are guaranteed to be grammatical,
since they are not generated by a grammar-based component.
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Total MSRs 764
AverageMSRs per file 8.4
All three different 8.9%
All three exactly same 50.1%
All three same pronominalisation decision 64.9%
All three same non-realisation decision 95.3%

Table 1: (Dis)agreement among subjects in Choos-
ing MSR Experiment.

Total MSRs 764
AverageMSRs per file 8.4
Average pairwise agreement 65.0%
Same pronominalisation decision (avg) 76.7%
Same non-realisation decision (avg) 97.2%

Table 2: (Dis)agreement between subjects in
ChoosingMSR Experiment and corpus texts.

human experiments, i.e. we deleted allMSRs and re-
placed them with lists of possibleREs.

Our goal was to determine the accuracy that can
be obtained by making the most frequent choice in a
given context. This kind of baseline has been shown
to be very powerful for example in word sense dis-
ambiguation andPOS-tagging. InPOS-tagging, each
word is tagged with its (generally) most frequent
POS-tag; in WSD, each ambiguous word is tagged
with its most frequent sense.

6.1 Automatic classification of REs
Methods for automatically choosing from a previ-
ously unseen set ofREs need to map theREs to a
generalized representation/classification that allows
one to apply statistics obtained from the training
corpus to new sets ofREs. We devised a general
classification scheme forREs which is based on the
notion of defaultRE (see Section 4),RE length rel-
ative to length of defaultRE, and generally identifi-
able linguistic features (such as presence of a deter-
miner and pronouns). The scheme distinguishes the
following types and subtypes ofREs:

1. Default name of the main subject of the article
which we set to the title for each entry (e.g.United
Kingdomfor the entry on the United Kingdom of
Britain and Northern Ireland).

2. Pronoun: (a) personal, (b) relative, (c) possessive.

3. REs with determiner: subcategorised according to
length relative to default RE, length of the default
+/- X , 1 ≤ X ≤ 6.

4. Any otherREs, subcategorised according to length
relative to default RE: length of the default +/-X ,
0 ≤ X ≤ 6.

The idea in taking length into account is that this
may enable us to capture length-related phenomena
such as the fact that references to the same object in
a discourse tend to become shorter over the course
of a text (known asattenuationin the psycholinguis-
tic literature).

6.2 Frequencies of MSR types in training set
We determined the frequencies of the aboveRE

types in the training set as a whole, and individually
for each subdomain (Rivers, Cities, Countries, Peo-
ple) and for each syntacticMSR type (Subjects, Ob-
jects, Possessives), as shown in Table 3. There are
interesting differences in frequencies between dif-
ferent subdomains. Pronouns are overall the most
frequent type ofRE in our corpus, accounting for
nearly half of all REs, but are more dominant in
some subdomains than others: percentages range
from 28% (Cities) to 63% (People). The default
name (which we set to the entry title) is the second
most frequent type overall, accounting for between
2% (Rivers6) and 37% (Cities).

REs that contain determiners are very rare in the
People subdomain.REs shorter than the default are
far more frequent in People (where reference by sur-
name alone is common) than the other subdomains.

6.3 Most frequent choice selection
We tested most frequent choice selection on the test
set (the same set of texts as was used in the hu-
man experiment) using four different ways of subdi-
viding the corpus and calculating frequencies (S1–
S4 below). For each corpus subdivision we ranked
theRE types given above (Section 6.1) according to
their frequency of occurrence in the corpus subdi-
vision (these rank lists are referred to asfrequency
lists below). The four ways of subdivding the cor-
pus were as follows:

S1. All texts, resulting in a single, global frequency list;

S2. Texts divided according to subdomain, resulting in
four frequency lists (cities, countries, rivers, peo-
ple);

S3. Texts divided according toMSR type, resulting
in three frequency lists (subjects, objects, posses-
sives);

S4. Texts divided according to both subdomain and
MSR type, resulting in 12 frequency lists (one for
each combination of subdomain andMSR type).

6The title in River entries often includes the word ‘river’,
e.g.Amazon Riverwhereas inREs in the texts it is rare.
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Default Pronoun (all) RE +det RE +det RE +/-det OtherRE OtherRE

length > d < d = d > d < d

All texts (7277) 1491 3372 601 91 492 184 1046
All city texts (1735) 666 483 273 15 183 26 89
All country texts (1469) 521 506 227 57 112 6 40
All river texts (572) 13 245 98 10 143 3 50
All people texts (3501) 291 2138 3 9 54 149 867
All subjectMSREs (4940) 1241 1863 398 50 364 171 853
All object MSREs (681) 184 148 129 31 102 13 74
All possessiveMSREs (1656) 66 1361 74 10 26 0 119

Table 3: Training set frequencies of different RE types, computed for entire training set, subdomains and
syntacticMSR types;d = length of default name.

All Cities Countries Rivers People
All 29.6% (757) 49.7% (141) 36.7% (191) 4.2% (24) 57.1% (182)
SubjectMSREs 34.8% (523) 49.1% (110) 43.0% (142) 29.4% (17) 42.1% (254)
ObjectMSREs 42.3% (52) 61.9% (16) 43.8% (16) 0% (2) 46.2% (13)
PossessiveMSREs 85.2% (182) 50.0% (33) 90.9% (33) 80.0% (5) 86.6% (134)

Table 4: Test set results (in percent) obtained with severalmost frequent choice strategies ‘trained’ on
different subsets of the training set.

This gave us 20 frequency lists in total which we
applied toRE selection as follows. First, the alterna-
tive REs given in the test set inputs were classified
with the scheme described in Section 6.1. Then the
RE classified as belonging to theRE type at the top
of the frequency list was selected. If no alternative
was in the topRE category, we backed off to the
second most frequent category, and so on.

Table 4 shows the percentages of correct deci-
sions over the test set. The results clearly show that
overall performance improves as more knowledge
about the tasks is included. Subset sizes are shown
in brackets in each cell, as they are informative: e.g.
of the two objectsMSRs in Rivers in the test set,
neither was in the most frequent Object/River type
according to the training set.

The ‘global’ accuracy figure (All/All) achieved
with the frequency list computed from the entire
training set is 29.6%; for the other sets, accuracy
ranges from the very low 4.2% (All/River) to the
very high 90.9% (Possessive/Country).

The more we know about what kind ofMSR we
are looking for, the better we can do. As computed
on the entire test set, if we know nothing in addition
to it being anRE, then we get 29.6%; if we (only)
know whether the referent is a river, city, country
or person, this figure rises to 48.9%; if we (only)
know whether we are looking for a subject, object
or possessiveRE, then we get 47.4%. If we know
both subdomain andMSR type, then we get as much

as 53.9%. This is still considerably less than the
65% achieved on average by the human subjects
(Table 2), but it is a very strong baseline.

7 Further research
The distinct task we are planning to address in the
immediate future is how well we can predict choice
of REs using only input that is derivable from the
full-text context, as would be required e.g. for text
summarisation. The most frequent choice results
presented in this paper represent baselines in this re-
spect. In future work, we intend to look at more so-
phisticated approaches, including linguistic features
(POS-tags, grammatical relations, etc.); optimal se-
quences ofREs (e.g. modelled by n-gram models);
and determining the current topic to decide which
aspects of a referent are in focus (as described in
Section 4).

We will also extend our annotation of the corpus
texts in various ways, initially focussing on syntac-
tic annotations such asPOS-tags and dependencies.
We also plan to look at annotating (or automatically
identifying) potential distractors.

8 Conclusion
In this paper we presented and described our cor-
pus of introductory encyclopaedic texts in which we
have annotated three types of reference to the main
subject. We described an experiment with human
subjects in which we found that the subjects agreed
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in their choice to a considerable degree. In our
experiments with automaticRE selection we found
that the simple strategy of selecting the most fre-
quent type ofRE provides a strong baseline, partic-
ularly if information regarding subdomain type and
syntactic type ofRE is included.
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